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Armed for Justice. Trained to Kill. They Were the Planet’s Only Hope. . . . The
Amonites: Innocent colonists eager to escape their impoverished homeworld and begin
a new life on the unspoiled planet Vishnu. Colonists' zeal and spacers' greed have led
them to a planet unexplored and untested. No one knows what malevolent life it may
harbor. If trouble strikes, the Amonites will be alone, with no allies in sight. Enter
Commando—Colonel Islaen Connor: Beautiful. Intelligent. Deadly. She cut her teeth on
a galactic war and has pledged to clean up the human filth left in its wake. Under deep
cover and with death close on her heels, she digs for evidence to put away those who
led the Amonites to this world. With the help of one trusted comrade, once a deadly
enemy, she just may live long enough to succeed. IF THEY LOSE—A WORLD DIES
“Excellent SF adventure!”—Andre Norton
Rev. ed. of: Indonesia edited by Frederica M. Bunge, 4th ed. 1983.
Four Space Commandos in a Desperate Fight Against an Army of Alien Raiders… The
Britynons were the only race to receive the Federation's most severe
punishment—confinement to their own solar system. Commando-Colonel Islaen Connor
well remembers the rape of her homeworld by these off-worlders. They come as
locusts, stripping a planet of its resources, returning nothing. Now the Britynons have
come in secret to another world, beautiful and primitive. Islaen Connor vows to stand
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between the renegades and the fate they plan for the planet and its people—even if it
means death for her and her three comrades… "Excellent SF Adventure!"—Andre Norton
Sidney Harris, acclaimed Dean of Scientific Humor, presents his most recent collection
of cartoons. No scientific or technical topic is safe from the scope of his humor. Harriss
cartoons have appeared in American Scientist, Playboy, The New Yorker, Discover,
and Science, among many other popular magazines. Previous collections include
Einstein Simplified, "You Want Proof? Ill Give You Proof," and From Personal Ads to
Cloning Labs. "The humor in science that is most widely laughed at comes from
nonscientists, like the cartoonist, Sidney Harris." NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW
The Time Agents must lead an embattled population of the planet Dominion's far past
in a desperate guerrilla war upon whose outcome the future fate of the entire world
depends. Only a hero of mythic proportions can hope to lead them against their
powerful enemy. They need FIREHAND, but can Ross Murdock live up to the legend
he has created?
The clock is relentlessly ticking! Our world teeters on a knife-edge between a peaceful
and prosperous future for all, and a dark winter of death and destruction that threatens
to smother the light of civilization. Within 30 years, in the 2030 decade, six powerful
'drivers' will converge with unprecedented force in a statistical spike that could tear
humanity apart and plunge the world into a new Dark Age. Depleted fuel supplies,
massive population growth, poverty, global climate change, famine, growing water
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shortages and international lawlessness are on a crash course with potentially
catastrophic consequences. In the face of both doomsaying and denial over the state of
our world, Colin Mason cuts through the rhetoric and reams of conflicting data to muster
the evidence to illustrate a broad picture of the world as it is, and our possible futures.
Ultimately his message is clear; we must act decisively, collectively and immediately to
alter the trajectory of humanity away from catastrophe. Offering over 100 priorities for
immediate action, The 2030 Spike serves as a guidebook for humanity through the
treacherous minefields and wastelands ahead to a bright, peaceful and prosperous
future in which all humans have the opportunity to thrive and build a better civilization.
This book is powerful and essential reading for all people concerned with the future of
humanity and planet earth.
Indigenous Fijians were singularly fortunate in having a colonial administration that
halted the alienation of communally owned land to foreign settlers and that, almost for a
century, administered their affairs in their own language and through culturally
congenial authority structures and institutions. From the outset, the Fijian Administration
was criticised as paternalistic and stifling of individualism. But for all its problems it
sustained, at least until World War II, a vigorously autonomous and peaceful social and
political world in quite affluent subsistence — underpinning the celebrated exuberance of
the culture exploited by the travel industry ever since.

In a heart-wrenching, candid autobiography, a human rights activist offers a
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firsthand account of war from the perspective of a former child soldier, detailing
the violent civil war that wracked his native Sierra Leone and the government
forces that transformed a gentle young boy into a killer as a member of the army.
75,000 first printing.
A frozen planet. An enslaved people. An elite commando squad controls the
destiny of a solar system . . . The immortal space saga of the STAR
COMMANDOS continues. In the fifth volume of this compelling and endearing
adventure series, the STAR COMMANDOS face their greatest challenge yet.
Ships have been disappearing in Quandon Sector, and the Commandos identify
the planet Omrai as the possible site of the problem. They planet secretly and
nearly fall victim to the world's cold and formidable wildlife before making contact
with a local man, who tells them of a large ship that wrecked there years before,
and the strange disease that fells those they enslave. Colonel Connor
investigates and is surprised to discover that the ship is the battlecraft of their
great former foe, and its captives mysteriously die when they attempt to break
free of a form of mind control. She further learns that vessels across the Sector
are being captured, brought to the planet, and stripped to reoutfit the marooned
battleship, which is nearly ready to lift and return to a War that its crew cannot
possibly know has already ended. To succeed, the Star Commandos must stop
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the "Mind Slaver." "Excellent SF Adventure!"—Andre Norton
Marcus Fenix and Dominic Santiago fought together at the pivotal battle of Aspho
Fields, but now as they fight to save the remnants of the human race from the
menace of the Locust Horde, secrets from the past return to haunt them.
Your students and users will find biographical information on approximately 300
modern writers in this volume of Contemporary Authors(R).
This book brings together experienced military leaders and researchers in the
human sciences to offer current operational experience and scientific thought on
the issue of military command, with the intention of raising awareness of the
uniquely human aspects of military command. It includes chapters on the
personal experiences of senior commanders, new concepts and treatises on
command theory, and empirical findings from experimental studies in the field.
The sixtieth anniversary edition of Frantz Fanon’s landmark text, now with a new
introduction by Cornel West First published in 1961, and reissued in this sixtieth
anniversary edition with a powerful new introduction by Cornel West, Frantz
Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth is a masterfuland timeless interrogation of
race, colonialism, psychological trauma, and revolutionary struggle, and a
continuing influence on movements from Black Lives Matter to decolonization. A
landmark text for revolutionaries and activists, The Wretched of the Earth is an
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eternal touchstone for civil rights, anti-colonialism, psychiatric studies, and Black
consciousness movements around the world. Alongside Cornel West’s
introduction, the book features critical essays by Jean-Paul Sartre and Homi K.
Bhabha. This sixtieth anniversary edition of Fanon’s most famous text stands
proudly alongside such pillars of anti-colonialism and anti-racism as Edward
Said’s Orientalism and The Autobiography of Malcolm X.
Galactic Force. Military Might. They Battle Tomorrow’s Deadliest Enemies…
Armed for justice, trained to kill—they are the best of the best. Star Commandos.
A military elite, forged in a galactic conflict. War's end marks the beginning of
their mission: to protect human colonies from the blood-drenched clutches of postwar scavengers. On the newly settled planet Jade, Commando-Colonel Islaen
Connor falls prey to a cosmic conspiracy fired by greed. A savage band of outlaw
spacers terrorize the planet, pirating shipments of precious gems known as River
Tears. They're convinced that nothing can stop them. Not the laws of the
Settlement Board. Not the peace-loving colonists. Not even the Star
Commandos... Obviously, the outlaws don't know who they're dealing with.
“Excellent SF adventure!”—Andre Norton
#5 in the Millennium SF Masterworks series, a library of the finest science fiction ever
written. ""Science fiction has only produced a few works of actual genius, and this is
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one of them""-Joe Haldeman ""Bester at the peak of his powers is, quite simply,
unbeatable"" -James Lovegrove Marooned in outer space after an attack on his ship,
Nomad, Gulliver Foyle lives to obsessively pursue the crew of a rescue vessel that had
intended to leave him to die. When it comes to pop culture, Alfred Bester (1913-1987) is
something of an unsung hero. He wrote radio scripts, screenplays, and comic books (in
which capacity he created the original Green Lantern Oath). But Bester is best known
for his science-fiction novels, and The Stars My Destination may be his finest creation.
With its sly potshotting at corporate skullduggery, The Stars My Destination seems
utterly contemporary, and has maintained its status as an underground classic for fifty
years. (Bester fans should also note that iPicturebooks has reprinted The Demolished
Man, which won the very first Hugo Award in 1953.) Alfred Bester was among the first
important authors of contemporary science fiction. His passionate novels of worldly
adventure, high intellect, and tremendous verve, The Stars My Destination and the
Hugo Award winning The Demolished Man, established Bester as a s.f. grandmaster, a
reputation that was ratified by the Science Fiction Writers of America shortly before his
death. Bester also was an acclaimed journalist for Holiday magazine, a reviewer for the
Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction and even a writer for Superman.
The immortal space saga of the STAR COMMANDOS continues. In the fourth volume
of this compelling and endearing adventure series, the STAR COMMANDOS journey to
Mirelle of Eri, the dreaded Death Planet, to foil the conspiracy of a rogue pirate fleet.
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Yet the greatest danger isn't the pirates and their weaponry, but rather the plague of
deadly fungus lying dormant in the caves of the watery planet, waiting for prey to
consume with its flesh-eating spores. "The most suspenseful and nail-biting episode of
the STAR COMMANDOS to date. Once you start it, you can't put it down! Absolutely
electrifying!"—Robert E. Gelinas Author, The Mustard Seed For the War Prince Varn
Tarl Sogan, the Death Planet is his greatest test-to return to the place where he
witnessed first-hand the savage carnage of the fungus, and where many of the ships he
formerly commanded still lie, only to be cannibalized and appropriated by space pirates,
who themselves are unaware of the spores of death with which they might infect the
ultrasystem if any are allowed to leave Mirelle of Eri alive. "Excellent SF
Adventure!"—Andre Norton Journey with the STAR COMMANDOS through vast and
ancient caverns, fording underground rivers, crawling through a chillingly tight labyrinth
of tunnels, scaling chimney towers, and inching across thin ribbon ledges with danger
around every turn. This mission challenges the COMMANDOS unlike anything they've
faced before, testing their endurance and resolve to the point of sheer desperation.
Commando-Colonel Islaen Connor is working undercover to investigate an illegal
colony on the planet Vishnu. Warned by her foremost opponent in the recent galactic
War, War Prince and former Arcturian admiral Varn Tarl Sogan, the pair escape
ambush and flee into the unexplored wild country beyond the young settlement. There,
as they struggle to survive in a harsh, perilous land, they discover the living terror
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against which all Vishnu's other life forms have been forced to adapt. Their presence
unknown by interstellar authorities and, therefore, unsupported, the innocent colonists
face certain and gruesome annihilation unless Connor and Sogan can raise the alarm
in time and then conquer in the desperate battle they must wage to hold back and
defeat a foe that they know to be of nearly elemental power in its hunger-driven
determination and inconceivable numbers.
The immortal space saga of the STAR COMMANDOS continues. In the third volume of
this compelling and endearing adventure series, Colonel Islaen Conner, her consort,
former Arcturian Admiral and War Prince Varn Tarl Sogan, her old friend and former
Commando Captain Jake Karmikel, along with Bandit the Jadite, meet beautiful and
resourceful demolitions expert Sergeant Bethe Danlo. Together, the Commandos must
travel to the depths of the treacherous caverns of the planet Hades on a mission to
recover and disarm a deadly "Planetbuster," a missile left over from the War, capable of
wreaking unspeakable damage—and quite possibly about to fall into the hands of
dreaded space pirates...unless they get there first. "Excellent SF Adventure!"—Andre
Norton Journey with the STAR COMMANDOS through vast and ancient caverns,
fording underground rivers, crawling through a chillingly tight labyrinth of tunnels,
scaling chimney towers, and inching across thin ribbon ledges with danger around
every turn. This mission challenges the COMMANDOS unlike anything they've faced
before, testing their endurance and resolve to the point of sheer desperation.
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This is the seminal novel of a young man's education as a member of an elite,
paternalistic non-military organization of leaders dedicated to preserving human
civilization, the Solar Patrol, a provocative parallel to Heinlein's famous later novel,
Starship Troopers (which is about the military). Only the best and brightest--the
strongest and the most courageous--ever manage to become Space Cadets, at the
Space Academy. They are in training to be come part of the elite guard of the solar
system, accepting missions others fear, taking risks no others dare, and upholding the
peace of the solar system for the benefit of all. But before Matt Dodson can earn his
rightful place in the ranks, his mettle is to be tested in the most severe and
extraordinary ways--ways that change him forever, from the midwestern American boy
into a man of the Solar Patrol. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Two novellas—Mary H. Schaub’s “Exile,” in which a disfigured witch struggles to regain
her powers, and P. M. Griffin’s “Falcon Hope,” in which two unlikely allies try to save
their peoples from extinction—are accompanied by “The Chronicler,” by series creator
Andre Norton.
Provides synopses for over 1,500 titles of current popular fiction and recommends other
books by such criteria as authors, characters portrayed, time period, geographical
setting, or genre
Winner of the CWA Nonfiction Dagger Award, the definitive account of the 2008
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terrorist attacks in Mumbai Mumbai, 2008. On the night of November 26, Lashkar-eToiba terrorists attacked targets throughout the city, including the Taj Mahal Palace
Hotel, one of the world’s most exclusive luxury hotels. For sixty-eight hours, hundreds
were held hostage as shots rang out and an enormous fire raged. When the smoke
cleared, thirty-one people were dead and many more had been injured. Only the
courageous actions of staff and guests—including Mallika Jagad, Bob Nichols, and Taj
general manager Binny Kang—prevented a much higher death toll. With a deep
understanding of the region and its politics and a narrative flair reminiscent of Midnight
in Peking, journalists Cathy Scott-Clark and Adrian Levy vividly unfold the tragic events
in a real-life thriller filled with suspense, tragedy, history, and heroism.
The immortal space saga of the STAR COMMANDOS continues. Come along with
Commando-Colonel Islaen Connor and War Prince Varn Tarl Sogan to Jade of Kuan
Yin, a fertile land overflowing with flora, fauna, and a precious secret that threatens the
lives of every new colonist on the planet. The key to saving the colony from ruthless
space pirates lies in one of Jade's native creatures.a Gurry, named Bandit. "Excellent
SF Adventure!" Andre Norton In STAR COMMANDOS 02 COLONY IN PERIL, P. M.
Griffin has again proven to be the shining star in her genre. This is a fast moving, fast
action, ingenious and sometimes humorous plot filled with warmth that will drive you to
the last page at a faster rate than a runaway locomotive-and will leave you looking for
more. Thank goodness it's part of a series, promising more of the same great writing in
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the future. Dana Reed Author, Unholy Alliance & The Fifth Deadly Sin "With the
addition of lovable Bandit, STAR COMMANDOS 02 is a non-stop adventure in which
man and beast join forces to tri-umph over evil!" Virginia G. McMorrow Author, Mage
Confusion & Mage Resolution STAR COMMANDOS 02 COLONY IN PERIL is the
second episode in the legendary twelve volume collectible series, spanning a saga of
War, treachery, adventure, bravery, loyalty, friendship, cunning, inge-nuity and heroics
for the brave team of Star Commandos assembled under Col. Connor's command.
"This book contains authentic photographs and salient facts covering 358 troopships
used in World War II. In addition, other vessels of miscellaneous character, including
Victory and Liberty type temporary conversions for returning troops, are listed in the
appendices ..."--Pref.
From the Publisher: This latest edition of an official U.S. Government military history
classic provides an authoritative historical survey of the organization and
accomplishments of the United States Army. This scholarly yet readable book is
designed to inculcate an awareness of our nation's military past and to demonstrate
that the study of military history is an essential ingredient in leadership development. It
is also an essential addition to any personal military history library.
Science fiction constitutes one of the largest and most widely read genres in literature,
and this reference provides bibliographical data on some 20,000 science fiction,
fantasy, and horror fiction books, as well as nonfiction monographs about the literature.
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A companion to Reginald's Science Fiction and Fantasy Literature, 1700-1974 (Gale,
1979), the present volume is alphabetically arranged by approximately 10,000 author
names. The entry for each individual work includes title, publisher, date and place
published, number of pages, hardbound or paperback format, and type of book (novel,
anthology, etc.). Where appropriate, entries also provide translation notes, series
information, pseudonyms, and remarks on special features (such as celebrity
introductions). Includes indexes of titles, series, awards, and "doubles" (for locating
volumes containing two novels). Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland,
OR.
The Game Maker's Apprentice shows you how to create nine exciting games using the
wildly popular Game Maker game creation tool. This book covers a range of genres,
including action, adventure, and puzzle games--complete with professional quality
sound effects and visuals. It discusses game design theory and features practical
examples of how this can be applied to making games that are more fun to play. Game
Maker allows games to be created using a simple drag-and-drop interface, so you don't
need to have any prior coding experience. It includes an optional programming
language for adding advanced features to your games, when you feel ready to do so.
You can obtain more information by visiting book.gamemaker.nl. The authors include
the creator of the Game Maker tool and a former professional game programmer, so
you'll glean understanding from their expertise.
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Two full-length novels of the Witch World, set in the time of the greatest and most
terrible cataclysm in its history: the Turning. Long ago, the realm of the Witch World
was in mortal peril from ruthless, seemingly unstoppable invaders. In a final, desperate
bid for salvation, all of the witches of Escarp combined their strength and moved the
very mountains to stop the enemy. But in doing so, they forever changed the face of
their world, sacrificing themselves and unleashing long-dormant powers upon the lands.
Here, in one volume, are two thrilling tales of that chaotic time . . . Port of Dead Ships
by Andre Norton: Destree m’Regnant is an outcast amongst the Sulcars, due to the
strange circumstances of her birth and her unsettling ability to see the future. But when
she joins an expedition south across the sea, her gifts may be the only thing that can
save her and her shipmates when an ancient evil that ensnares souls sets its dark eye
upon them. Sea Keep by P. M. Griffin: The proud, rough-hewn Falconers and the
haughty nobles of the Dales have little to do with each other. But when a fleet of
marauding pirates begins ravaging the Dales, the two peoples must look beyond their
differences to face their common foe.
Galactic Force. Military Might. They Battle Tomorrow's Deadliest Enemies... Armed for
justice, trained to kill-they are the best of the best.Star Commandos. A military elite,
forged in a galactic conflict. War's end marks the beginning of their mission: to protect
human colonies from the blood-drenched clutches of post-war scavengers. On the
newly settled planet Jade, Commando-Colonel Islaen Connor falls prey to a cosmic
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conspiracy fired by greed. A savage band of outlaw spacers terrorize the planet,
pirating shipments of precious gems known as River Tears. They're convinced that
nothing can stop them. Not the laws of the Settlement Board. Not the peace-loving
colonists. Not even the Star Commandos... Obviously, the outlaws don't know who
they're dealing with. "Excellent SF adventure!" -Andre Norton
Commando-Colonel Islaen Connor battles a gang of deadly outlaws, who are stealing
precious gems from the colony on the planet Jade
Merciless. Relentless. Unstoppable. The first intelligent species to encounter mankind
attacked without warning. Merciless. Relentless. Unstoppable. With little hope of halting
the invasion, Earth's last roll of the dice was to dispatch three colony ships, seeds of
Earth, to different parts of the galaxy. The human race would live on . . . somewhere.
150 years later, the planet Darien hosts a thriving human settlement, which enjoys a
peaceful relationship with an indigenous race, the scholarly Uvovo. But there are
secrets buried on Darien's forest moon. Secrets that go back to an apocalyptic battle
fought between ancient races at the dawn of galactic civilization. Unknown to its
colonists, Darien is about to become the focus of an intergalactic power struggle where
the true stakes are beyond their comprehension. And what choices will the Uvovo make
when their true nature is revealed and the skies grow dark with the enemy?
This work is the only comprehensive guide to sequels in English, with over 84,000
works by 12,500 authors in 17,000 sequences.
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